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we describe the development and implementation of a mobile
NFC-based electronic data capture (EDC) system for patient
self-reporting questionnaires.
The insufficient information logistics amongst physicians,
patients and nursing staff concerning the well-being of
patients could be improved by using mobile networks and
information systems. Therefore, the objective of our work is to
provide a simple, effective and efficient self-reporting system
of the current well-being status. Furthermore, the potential
solution would allow patients a cost-efficient and easy-tohandle self-reporting system of their current condition.
Telecommunication networks allow a flexible, locationindependent monitoring of the status of patients even in real
time. Additionally, costs can be reduced as patients take over
data acquisition tasks.
In order to guarantee best treatment procedures, physicians
need to be up-to-date with information about their patients’
actual state and well-being. Yet, it is well recognized that
capturing, archiving, analyzing and interpreting health status
information involve logistic challenges [6]. For patients living
at home, this implies an even greater challenge, as
contemporaneous information that can be efficiently and
effectively used for therapeutic decision-making is not
available.
The effectiveness of medical processes can be improved by
EDC systems. EDC is more cost efficient, and can additionally
improve standards of medical care as well as quality of life.
This is made possible by integration of patients into the
treatment processes.
Well-being status information has traditionally been
gathered using paper-based questionnaires. We have identified
a scenario that can profit from applying EDC techniques, both
from an economic perspective as well as from the impact on
health status and quality of life. These are rating scales and
disease progress questionnaires.
In order to reach these objectives, we elicit requirements for
an EDC system, develop a prototype, collect data from user
groups, examine the evidence and draw conclusions for an
EDC system for patients with impaired fine motor skills.
The next sections provides an overview of related research
on NFC technology and EDC methods used in patient care,

Abstract— Self-reporting patient data are valuable feedback
for medical treatment and care process, as well as for clinical
trial studies and support of medical treatment. However,
traditional paper-based medical patient longitudinal surveys or
questionnaires for health and well-being status information are
time- and cost-consuming, and may suffer from low patient
compliance. Consequently, an NFC-based electronic data capture
prototype called inSERT has been designed that allows quick and
easy self-reporting for patients. inSERT allows patient
monitoring enabling, electronic acquisition of well-being data
right from the patient’s home and real time representation of
patient data, enabling direct medical intervention by physicians.
The functional requirements for the inSERT system were
determined through an extensive, user-centric elicitation process.
We chose Near Field Communication (NFC) as a technology, for
which the interaction paradigm is quick to learn and is intuitive,
without prior knowledge being necessary; it is almost as simple as
to fill out a paper-based questionnaire.
Particularly for the target group (elderly people and people
with impaired fine motor skills) - those who are not familiar with
the use of mobile phones or computers - it makes NFC a very
promising field compared to the control with touch based
displays or computer mouse. The prototype is currently
evaluated in a field test. The technical feasibility, implementation
details, limitations and future research approaches are discussed
in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
Patients suffering from chronic diseases often have to cope
with limitations and a reduced quality of life. This is
particularly applicable for patients with limited or impaired
fine motor skills, which can occur from chronic diseases such
as motor neuron disease, dementia, Parkinson’s disease or
multiple sclerosis. For most diseases of this kind, a cure
remains elusive, despite availability of certain medications to
treat symptoms. The protracted course of the diseases has a
major impact on the quality of life of patients and their
families [1, 2].
Throughout the past decade, mobile devices have achieved
a high level of public acceptance, and are also increasingly
considered to be integrated in health care [3]. Developing and
testing mobile applications is an emerging area of research in
the field of Human-Computer Interaction [4] [5]. In this paper
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clinical trials, and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) scenarios.
This is followed by a description of the inSERT (SelfReporting questionnaire) prototype system. We present its
functionalities, the application environment and its technical
implementation. Further, the benefits of the proposed system
for patient self-reporting and EDC in medical treatment are
presented. We close with a discussion of the contributions
from this research, the implications and the derived
recommendations for future research on contactless electronic
capture of self-reported patient data.

Although NFC is relatively novel in healthcare research,
especially for home healthcare solutions, NFC is now
becoming more and more popular. Morak et al. use NFCtechnology as a self-management process for monitoring heart
failure patients [22], and Iglesias et al. describe an NFC-based
health monitoring system to improve quality of life for elderly
patients [4]. Patients transmit health related data to a central
database by touching medical devices with a mobile
telephone. Physicians or nurses can view the entire data and
guide the patient to the best possible health status. Bravo et al.
use NFC for supporting nurse activities in an Alzheimer’s day
center [23]. NFC-based nutrition management for elderly
patients is suggested by Prinz et al. [24]. In clinical context,
NFC is used by various researchers. Lahtela et al. have
developed an NFC-based solution to avoid medication errors
in hospitals [25]. As an additional path of medical data
acquisition, Fikry et al. [26] and Morak et al. [27] describe
different NFC-based solutions which allow physicians or
nurses to collect data by easily touching medical devices with
a mobile phone.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Patient rating scales
Over the last decades, there has been steady progress in the
development of measurement techniques for all kinds of
diseases. A wide variety of rating scales is used to determine
the state of patients, ranging from impairment scales to healthrelated quality of life instruments (e.g., [1, 7, 8]). Studies have
shown their importance in measuring the impact of different
diseases and their treatment on patients [9]. The results of the
rating scales and questionnaires are then used to adapt and
optimize therapeutic options. However, traditional paperbased medical patient surveys or questionnaires for health
status information are time- and cost-consuming, and can
suffer from contaminating effects, such as time-delay or
inaccuracy due to oblivion, which can lead to unsuited or nonup-to-date treatment. Several studies have evaluated the
effectiveness of patient self-rating for different kinds of
diseases [10]. They show that the validity and reliability are of
a sufficient level in order to serve as a basis for treatment
decision-making. Follow-up costs of inadequate treatment are
hard to measure, and the negative impact on patients’ quality
of life is manifest.
Health status information has traditionally been captured
using
paper-based
questionnaires.
Electronic-based
questionnaires make it possible to aggregate and calculate the
data, which is cost-effective in real-time. In comparison to
traditional paper-based questionnaires, the utilization of EDC
for the self-reporting of patient data potentially reduces the
time to acquire data and can hence increase the patient´s
compliance[11]. Further, electronically captured, self-reported
patient data can instantly be compiled and can be available for
physicians and clinical personnel in almost real time. This
provides indications for possible medical interventions, even
in-between appointments [12].

III. INSERT PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES
Users attribute an important role to the interactive
applications interface design. The overall process of our
approach to user-centered design (UCD) is based on
evaluating the usability of inSERT in small iterative steps. We
adapted the approaches of Resatsch et. al [28] and Menschner
et. al [29] for system development. Both approaches
emphasize the importance of integrating users in the
development process early-on.
The aim of user-centered design (UCD) is to support the
entire product development process with user-centered
activities. It is important for creating applications which are
easy to use and which fulfill the needs of the targeted usergroup. A major problem in mobile user-interface (UI) design
practice is that current approaches cannot directly be applied
to mobile phones. According to Subramanya et al., in general,
the UI should be intuitive and easy to use [30]. Studies have
confirmed that the importance of perceived enjoyment plays a
greater role in system acceptance than do perceived usefulness
and ease of use [31, 32].
In the first steps we evaluated paper-based prototypes with
students, patients and experts, and identify the needs of the
users. The findings and requirements form the starting point
for developing the interface concepts of inSERT.
The inSERT application is designed as an easy-to-use data
input method for patients with impaired fine motor skills.
A mobile phone application that allows the reading of NFCtags on a smart poster with NFC-enabled mobile phones is
used.
The idea behind smart posters is that an object can be made
interactive; it is capable of storing additional information
about itself in the form of an NFC Tag. By touching a NFCenabled mobile phone to the tag, this information can be read
and displayed to the user [33].
The transmitted and aggregated data is processed and stored
in the central unit of the inSERT system and can be analyzed

B. NFC for data acquisition e
Near Field Communication or NFC, is a short-range high
frequency wireless communication technology, based on the
frequency of 13,56 MHz, which enables the exchange of data
between devices within 10 centimeters (around 4 inches)
distance [13-15]. NFC makes many tasks easier and more
convenient by providing access to systems and services simply
with a touch.
Currently, there are considerable studies on various
occurrences of electronic data capture (EDC) [16-21].
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weell as further buttons, such
as a starting, contacting and
nding button.
sen
To start the application, a
tou
uch on the “start” icon or
intteraction field is sufficient.
Affter the application is
staarted, the patient has to
tou
uch one of the twelve
questions. As shown in Fig
2, patients have to follow
ur simple steps to answer
fou
thee question via inSERT.
1. Touch the “start” icon to
unch
the
application
lau
insstalled on the phone.
2. Touch one of the twelve
questions.
3. Touch again on the rating
scaale to answer the question.
4. (Step two and three is
rep
peated twelve times)
5. Touch on the “senden”
[seend] tag and confirm it
witth a second touch to send
the data to the physician..
Once contact is made, the mob
bile device gives audible,
haptic and visual feedback to the user.
u
For audible feedback,
the title of the chosen question is sp
poken; for haptic feedback,
the phone vibrates; and for visu
ual feedback, the chosen
headline of the question appears on
o the display. After each
question the patient has to respond to
t a five-point Likert scale
(0 to 4). Once the answering processs for the chosen question is
completed, the application remindss the patient to answer the
next question. Again, the mobiile device confirms the
transmission of data with audible, haaptic and visual feedback.
The icon of the interaction field is based on generic NFC
tags [35]. To help the patients navig
gate to the interactive areas,
the inner circle is colored red. The size
s of the interaction field
of 35 x 35 millimeters is dependentt on the used passive NFC
tags.

Fig. 1. NFC Smartposter for patient self-reporting

by physicians and nurses.
Our concept of inSERT is based on threee main goals: (1)
developing an easy-to-use service for patiennts with impaired
fine motor skills, (2) heightening emotionall user experience
(“joy of use”), and (3) improving the infoormation logistics
problem between physicians, home care nurrses, patients and
relatives by the active participation and integrration of patients,
as well as better documentation and an im
mproved basis for
medical treatment and nursing care.
Figure 1 shows the self-rating questionnaaire smart poster.
The poster has images printed in front and N
NFC-tags glued to
the back.
A. Smart Poster and Mobile Application
In current tests, we show that the NFC soluution outperforms
iPhone and PC-solutions, such as a paper-bassed protocol, with
respect to the following criteria on pragmatiic and hedonistic
aspects. The positive scoring of NFC can be explained by the
easy to learn touch metaphor of NFC interacction. This makes
NFC, particularly for the target group (eldderly people and
people with impaired fine motor skills) whoo are not familiar
with the use of mobile phones or computerrs, an interesting
technology.
The smart poster contains twelve questionns (three sections
to bulbar symptoms, motor activity and respiratory
dysfunction) with five possible answers in eeach case [34], as

B. Physician Dashboard
To allow physicians the managem
ment of the patient scoring
data, a so-called “physician dashboard” has been
implemented. Here, physicians can extract relevant
information about their patients and the distributed cell
phones. In order for the information to be available all the
h been implemented for
time, at any place, a web portal has
access by both stationary computerss and smart phones. In this
way, physicians have a picture of th
he current well-being status
of their patients. The dashboard is sttructured as follows:
On one side there is a category ‘patients’ providing patient
t
is a category ‘mobile
relevant data. On the opposite side there
devices’ referring to the cell phone data
d handed out.
In the ‘patients’ category, phy
ysicians get an overview
representation of the patient datta, where they can see

Fig. 2. NFC Smartposter for patient self-reporting
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are insufficiently developed for broadband connection needed
to exchange intensive multimedia data between the server and
mobile devices [36]. The client software is implemented on a
Nokia 6212 classic NFC-enabled mobile phone. The
communication with the web server is done by sending a
HTTP request via the mobile broadband connection. The
server aggregates the data and makes them available for
chosen target groups.
The data-flow from mobile device to the server can be detailed
as follows:
1. By touching a tag, the inSERT midlet application is
automatically started, and the mobile receives the
identifier of the poster. The mobile then requests an
enquiry to the server. This enquiry incorporates the
Poster-ID as well as a unique hash value.
2. The server matches the hash value with the ones issued
to the patients. If the hash value exists, it sends the tagIDs available on the poster to the mobile phone. This
gives the phone the semantics of which tag corresponds
to what meaning. There is an acknowledgement for the
successful loading of all necessary data.
3. The mobile phone sends the data to the server once the
patient completes the evaluation and touches the sendtag twice.
4. In this implementation, the intermediary server is first
being addressed, and it eventually composes the
respective messages using scripting and Java servlets.
In the hospital, the transmitted data is merged with the
patient data using the delivered ID.

information about all participating patients. This is where
patients can be added or deleted.
Next to the personal data, such as name and date of birth, is
the place where the ID assigned to a patient can be found. This
ID is provided as well on the smart phone to uniquely and
anonymously identify the person. In addition to the ID, the
data referring to the responsible physicians can be obtained.
The overview reveals who has created a specific data record
and when the last changes occurred. In case more specific
information is necessary, a more detailed overview is available
where the portal user can retrieve the history of each patient.
The display can be customized as a table or as a figure, as per
the suitability of the user.
Figure 3 shows the answers of the last questionnaire entries.
The diagram visualization clearly illustrates the changes in
assessment of patients over their period of scoring. In addition
to the content preparation for patients, the IDs assigned to
dedicated patients in the category ‘mobile devices’ can be
edited. Thus, it is possible to allot a certain beginning and end
point when the ID can be used. The represented information
also uncovers which ID is created by whom.
In addition to the access for physicians, the dashboard
contains a special administrator entrance. This entrance allows
assigning of access privileges to specific persons in different
roles. It is thus possible to define the physicians responsible
for patients, or further administrators can be allotted. The fax
and phone number, as well as email address, can be stored
corresponding to each contact. The administrator access also
allows adding additional questionnaires. Therefore, apart from
the existing system of evaluating a questionnaire concerning
motor diseases, further smart poster and telemedical
applications can be appended following similar principles such
as patient scoring.

A. Client
The client is implemented as a Java J2ME midlet. The
NFC-reader device of the Nokia 6212 phone is controlled by
the J2ME midlet through an API provided by Nokia. For use
in mobile devices, J2ME is used. J2ME is an optimized Java
Edition for programming mobile devices [37].
The multimedia files, such as photos and audio data
corresponding to the twelve questions, are stored on the
mobile device. This reduces the data traffic between the
mobile device and the server.
In order to start the application by simply touching the
“start” tag, an NFC-Tag, storing a specific NFC Data
Exchange Format (NDEF) record-type (urn:nfc:ext: wikassel.de:selbstbewertung) is used. The URN can be assigned
to a Java class in the cell phone. If the mobile device detects
an NFC tag with the stored URN, the cell phone selects the
assigned java class and executes it.
If the patient wants to send a message to the hospital, he can
use the email tag. By doing so, the midlet generates a special
enquiry to the server co-transmitting just the ID. The server
generates the email by a script and sends it to the responsible
physicians allocated to the ID, who can then contact the
patient.

IV. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND PROCESS ROUTINE
To gather data in a centralized way and to easily monitor
the data, a client server architecture is chosen. In this
architecture, the cell phone acts as a client gathering the data
and passing it to a server. The choice of client application,
rather than purely server-side architecture, is based on the fact
that, especially in rural areas, mobile communication networks

Fig. 3. Patient Scoring Data
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Fig. 4. inSERT Architecture

V. CONCLUSION

B. Backend and Security Mechanisms
The central unit of the electronic data capture solution is a
server that stores the patients’ response to the questionnaire
and can be accessed by care-personnel and physicians through
a web interface.
Since the user data contain sensitive information about
patients, data security has to be considered. This is achieved in
the following way:
There is separation between the master data and transaction
data. Transaction data is delivered by secured mechanisms to
the hospital. However, master data (in the form of information
about the patients) lies in a shielded domain in a secured area
inside the server architecture.
When allotting a cell phone to a patient, the cell phone gets
a hash code generated in this secured area. This hash code can
only be assigned to a patient inside the server, and thus during
the transmission from a client to the server no personal data
can be phished. To secure confidentiality of the data, it is
encrypted from a client to the server. This is performed by
SOAP/HTTP web services.
To address web services in an encrypted manner, the
existing HTTP connection of the web services was extended
with asymmetric encryption by HTTPS over TLS/SSL. The
preparation of the web service communication, as well as
establishing the HTTPS connection for the used cell phone,
resulted in long latency times, especially in regions with
insufficient radio coverage. This reduced the usability
significantly. Therefore, the overload of constructing the web
service messages and the asymmetric connection were
outsourced to a relay server. The purpose of the relay server is
to pack the received data of the clients in encrypted web
service queries. The communication from the cell phone to the
relay server is performed by symmetric encryption to increase
the speed of transmission. The purpose of the relay server can
be understood as an auxiliary means of communication as long
as the rural radio coverage is not sufficient to provide the
required data rate.

In this work, we adapted NFC technology to a quality of life
questionnaire. We focused on engineering an easy user
interaction. First evaluations show that patients accepted
inSERT as a system that is easy to use and effective for
reporting of the patient current condition. Through the active
participation and integration of patients, better documentation
and an improved basis for medical treatment and nursing care
could be achieved. Further, through an intensified integration,
patients gained better understanding of their medical condition
and were able to more actively participate and cooperate in the
treatment and consultation processes. The example of inSERT
shows the potentials and possibilities that technical support
systems can offer to patients.
Currently, inSERT is a fully functional proof-of-concept
prototype and is being used in a long-term field study in a
German hospital. Through the piloting of the prototype
system, we hope to gain insights on effects of frequent system
usage, e.g., a user’s acceptance of technology or a possible
increase in efficiency of treatment and medical consulting
processes. The latter exemplary extension is based upon
literature documenting that the completion of specific
questionnaires enable improved forecasts of disease
progression [7]. The recent integration of sensors (e.g., motion
sensor) and additional technical devices (e.g., global
positioning system (GPS) devices) in new generations of
mobile phones additionally enables completely novel medical
applications [38], that can extend our work.
To conclude, the use of mobile services and information
technology can have a great impact on medical processes and
services. Improvements of communication and interaction
processes have a positive influence on quality of patients’
lives. A modified patient-physician relationship, as a result of
the improved patient information and autonomy, offers new
possibilities for the design of novel medical services which are
only made possible by modern technical support systems.
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